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Nation
Update
Reagan ready to deal
President Reagan gave a
speech monday which said the
United ~tates has grown stronger
economically and militarilly in the .
past three years and he's now in a
better position to negotiate with
the Soviet Union in nuclear arms
talks.
The speech was given in the
White House and televised
nationally as well as transmitted to ·
Europe. this speech was seen as an
attempt to set a positive tone for
the meeting between Secretary of
State George Schultz and Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
on Wednesday in Stockholm.
The speech called for a
resumption of the nuclear arms
talks between the two superpowers. The talks were ended by
the Soviet Union when new US
missiles were went to Western
Europe.

Demo debate
----

Walter Mondale and John
Glenn ended Sunday's nationally
televised debate between the eight
Democratic presidential candidates
with a shouting match. The
majority of the program went
smoothly with each candidate getting his licks in and his speeches
across. The debate was reported to
have been viewed by 20 million
people of voting age.

The amount of financial aid
available for college students
dropped by $2 billion in the last
two years, reported the College
Board Sunday. Allowing for inflation, the amount of real aid
dropped 2111Jo in tht 1980's.
One major reason for the
drop is the phasing out of Social
Security payments to students.
One result of the drop is a raise in
students loans. Fifty percent of
student aid for 1983-84 was in the
form of loans.

Zhao leaves US
Chinese Premier Zhao Ziy'a ng
ended his six day visit of the US
Monday calling the tour "quite
successful."
Zhao
visited
Washington, San Francisco,
Hawaii and New York. The tour
seemed to help Sino-US relations,
although Zhao felt the Taiwan
issue would continue to hamper
improvement.

Super game
Sunday is the Super B~wl
between the Washington Redsktns
and the L.A. Raiders in Tampa,
Florida. The game starts at 1:30
Pm on CBS. The pre-game s.t~rts
two hours earlier. CBS telev1s1on
will use 20 cameras to give viewers
a number of views of each play·
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Regents vote confidence in Mc·Caffrey ·
By Kiku Lani Iwata
Staff Writer

The Regents of the University of
the Pacific unanimously passed a
resolution which "strongly affirms its
confidence in the President of the
University" at its January 13
meeting. This action contradicts a
vote of no confidence in the President
by UOP's faculty held in late December.
The Regents' resolution also aporoved the appointment of Dr. Oscar
T. Jarvis as Academic Vice President
of the University. It was the appoinment of Jarvis by President Stanley
E. McCaffrey which set off the
Academic Council on a quest of a
confidence vote on McCaffrey by the
faculty.
The Academic Affairs Commit-

tee of the Board of Regents then
agreed to a meeting with the
Executive Board of the Academic
Counciliast Wednesday.
"The meeting was fruitful," said
Carlos C. Wood, Chair of the
Academic Affairs Committee after
the meeting.
"Our central concern is to do
something together to improve the
Academic quality at the University,"
said Aeademic Council Chair John
Smith.
At the meeting, Smith presented

a list of faculty concerns. They ineluded:
--Faculty frustration over not
being consulted in the Presidential
appoitment process of the office of
Academic Vice President
--Frustration that faculty concerns are not acknowledged or understood by the administration
--The loss of highly qualified
students and faculty
--Administrative preoccupation
with intercollegiate athletics in
relation to academic matters

Result of faculty vote
Stockton campus

Voting confidence
Voting no confidence

Other c:ampuses

Total

40

58

98

161

9

170

rNew ~alendar to take effect in fal~
By Lynette Lemfelder
StaffWrlter

UISCUSSiOn
regarding
the
academic year calendar closed Monday when the Executive Policy Committee approved a proposal by
Academic Vice President Oscar T .
Jarvis. The calendar will be effective
in the Fall of 1984.
The new model is similiar to the
current calendar. Fall semester will
begin August 28, with fmal exams endding December 22. Spring semester,
however, will begin two weeks later
than u~ual on January 24, 1985, and
end on May 24.
The committee recommended
moving to this model, although there

are some negative aspects to it.
Problems might . arise involving the
11-month programs as well as nonacademic operations, such as the
support services. The committee felt,
however, that these problems would
be positively balanced because midyear student recruitment would be
possible, allowing minimal disruption
to the academic programs and for
continuing students. The model also
allows a unified calendar for the
Stockton campus.
The summer sessrons will virtually be unaffected and will continue
to operate on the 3-5-5 model with the
exception of the 1984 summer
session. In this case, the calendar will

be modified to fit the earlier ending
date of the Spring 1984 session. The
intersession will be four weeks and
students may take a single course of
up to four units. The two 5-week
sessions will remain the same. In the
following years the 3-5-5 model will
be reinstituted.
A five-year projection of this
modified calendar has been evaluated
in light of all advantages and disadvantages. It will be reviewed every
year and a formative annual report
on its success or failure- will be submitted to the President. Vice
President Jarvis noted, "It is the
best calendar for the University at
this time."

UOP Athletic director resigns
By Dave Rosselli
The University of the Pacific's
Athletic Department turned another
page in the history books last month
when it was announced that Elkin
"Ike" Isaac had resigned his post as
Athletic director here at Pacific.
Isaac, 61, was on a medical leave
of absence since last October to
recover
from
a
flareup of
atheroschleroses--a coronary problem
that has bothered him for some 20
years. This is a problem which ~on
tinuall y worsened and requued
surgery back in January of 1975.
Apparently Isaac resig_ned to
avoid additional surgery, wh1ch was
the direction he appeared to be
headed. Isaac has stated that his
whole objective was to avoid surger~,
which was the sole reason for h1s
resignation. He was by no means
pushed or pressured to resign.
Isaac was hired in July of 1979
when Cedrick Dempsy resigned.
During Isaac's 4 Y2 year reign, Pacific
drastically improved in a number of

Tape at home.
The Supreme Court ruled
Tuesday that home videotaping
falls within the "fair use" doctrines of copyrighted material.
This decision means a person can
tape TV programs at home for
free. The vote was 5-4.
This
decision . upsets
moviemakers who claim that they
aren't compensated when their
copyrighted films are taped off the
TV broadcasts. Moviemakers wanted compensation by way of a tax
on each VCR bought and each
blank cassette. Congress may still
Pick up the fight.

~STORIE&

Soccer coach, Bruce Spaulding, resigns-page 6
Pacific basketball limped into Las Vegas-page 7
,Play based on 'Some Like It Hot' is reviewed-page 8

Serving the UOP.community since 1908

Sports Editor

Student aid down

'THE BIG"

--- - - -

Ike Isaac
Intercollegiate sports includir:g softball (fifth in the World ~enes last
May) Volleball (several tnps to the
Final' Four championships), m~n's
golf (15th in the NCAA champiOnships in June) and water polo (ra~~ed
in the top 10 throughout most of last
season) .
.
Also as director, steady Improvement was evident in t~e
nonrevenue sports programs. Ike m
addition was a fixture during the
frequent budget cuts and the fail~re
of the potential revenue-producmg
sports -football and basketball- to
hav e on-the field success and
produced rev_enue. Isaac was al_so
reigning durmg the controversial
times of the Bob Toledo ERA (former head football coach here at
Pacific).

Acting as Athletic Director while
a nationwide search is being conducted is assistant AD and former mens
baseball coach Tom Stubbs. According to Stubbs, major decisions to be
made within the Department will be
held off until a successor can be
found. However, he did inidicate that
he would have the final say on
decisions that need to be made within
the next couple of months (formulation of the new division for
womans volleyball is one of them).
The Department is now faced
with the task of finding a new director. A search committee has been
formed to establish specific criteria
for the job. Those on the committee
include Oscar Jarvis, Roy Whittaker,
head football coach Bob Cope, Glenn
. Albaugh, Tom Stubbs among others.
"This is going to be a dual
position," said acting AD Tom Stubbs. "We have to look for someone
who is an effective Athletic Director
as well as a strong Academic Administrator." The Committee which
will be getting together in the next
several days wilJ be discussing three
major factors, according to Stubbs.
Here are several topics for discussion.
( l Establish specific criteria for
the job. a) Experience--how well the
applicant knows the position, other
positions where applicant has been
employed. b)Advanced degree-educational background and degrees
of applicant. c)Salary range--if the
particular applicant is in the salary
range of the University or University
in the applicant's range.
(2 Procedures for advertising.
This particular area is very important
in so far as publicizing the availability
0f the position. The committee will
advertise the position in about a half
dozen major publicity outlets in cluding NCAA news releases and the
Journal of Higher Education.
(3 Application deadline date.
This area although very basic is extremely important. Timing in hiring a
person for a position of such importance is essential. A number o(
decisions are hanging in the balance
and they can't be made until a permanent director is appointed.
These factors according to Stubbs
are very speculative since the committee has not yet come together for their
first meeting. "After all of the applications have been recieved, then a
sub-committee of about three or four
persons will be selected to go through
and weed out all of the applicants

that definitely have no chance for the
position," said Stubbs.
Stubbs put to rest any
speculation that he might be interviewed for the position when he said
flat out that he was not interested.
"I'm not interested in applying," he
said. "The timing is not right, I think
our program needs new blood and we
need someone from the outside to do
that.''
President of the University Stan
McCaffrey had this to say about
Elkin "Ike" Isaac, "we deeply
regret that Ike's health has caused
him to take· disability retirement. He
has served the Univerisity with great
deviation and capability as Athletic
Director and chairman of the department.. .All of us at the University
feel a. deep sense of gratitude and
friendship for Ike."

The
conciliatory meeting
followed several confrontations between faculty and administration,
which were highlighted when more
than half of 337 faculty members
voted no-confidence in the President
last December. (408 ·faculty were
eligible to vote.) The no-confidence
ballot triggered protests from the
Dental and Law Schools and angered
many Regents.
·
"This is the first time that the
Academic Council has taken an action against an officer of the University, and it's unfortunate that this had
to happen," said Wood . "The
President was observing the instructions the Board of Regents had given
him and he was following what the
Board asked him to do.''
The vote ballots were distributed

tallied December 20. Ballot results
were distributed December 21, when
the President addressed the faculty
and called for increased communication and unity within the
University.
The faculty Council and the
Regents' Committee will meet again
in March to discuss detailed faculty
suggestions.
President Stanley . McCaffrey
shared the optimism of both parties
after the Wednesday meeting outcome.
"It was a constructive meeting
and I was very encouraged by it," the
President said Thursday. "It
represents the beginning of
cooperation between faculty, administration and the Regents that
may be very beneficial to the Univer-
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By Frank Reichert
Managlne Editor

ASUOP Concerts has taken on
the biggest challenge in its histor~ by
announcing a concert featuring TIK
Clash this Sunday in the Spanos Center.
The challenge comes in attempting to J!Ull off a couple of firsts for
the Spanos. "This is the first new
music show," said ASUOP Concert
Director Rolly Steele, "and the first
festival seating. "(unreserved floor
seating)
New music? "Politically activated punk," describes Steele.
Festival seating? "The best way
to see a show," declares Steele. "The
best way to compliment a musician is
to dance."
The Clash may not need complimenting, considering they are the
sole survivors of the original British
punk revolt of 1977, and have hit the
big time with blaring gqitars and
lyrics that say something. This combination is appealing enough to have
earned the group a reported $500,000
for headlining last summer's US
Festival.
This concert will contain a
couple of new challenges forThe
Clash. Original guitarist Mick Jones
has been replaced by a couple of expunks, Vince White and Nick . Sheppard. This California tour will be the
first appearance for the two in front
of a sizeable audience.
In addition, this show will give

the group a chance to try out material
from an upcoming album and to
polish their act for a future attack on
the European capitats
Sunday is also the first show for
the new Production Manager Dave
Osgood.
The show is being co-produced
by Rock'nChair Productions. Steele
says this is for financial backing only.
"We have full control over production."
Because the group was signed
just two weeks before the concert
date, Steele felt safer having Rock'n
Chair share in the risks. The coproduction also kept the price down,
avoiding a bidding war.
The festival seating allows the
greatest use of the Spanos Center.
I ,200 ticket holders will be allowed in
the dance floor area while the permanent chairs will be sold on a reserved seating basis for those who wi~h
to have a more observational evening.
The concert is expected to be
lively and exciting, or so promises
bandleader Joe Strummer in h1'
Three Basic Laws of Rock, (as printed in the San Francisco Chronicle).
"First, you've got to say
something. Second, you've got to say
something they understand. Third,
the biggest sin of all is to bore."
Tickets are available for this
concert -which will not bore-at the
University Box Office for $10.50 to
the ASUOP cardholders (11.50
general). The show starts at 8pm .

Goodbye North, hello Hand Hall
By John McCormack
Staff Writer

Wednesday, January 18, marked
a day of dedication for UOP's late
Academic Vice President, Clifford J.
Hand.
In a
ceremony,

students, and close friends of Hand,
Witnessed the renaming of North Hall
in memory of Clifford J. Hand.
University President Stanley
McCaffrey presided over the
ceremony, while Doris Hand, wife of
the late Clifford Hand, and Grace
Purns, wife of our University's late
President Robert Burns, sat in atten-

Hand, Dr. John Smith, Stan McCaffrey, and me,mn,ers
ford J. Hand Memorial Hall.

dance.
At a meeting held October 14
1983, the Regents of the University
approved the naming of North Hall
in memory of Hand in "recognition
of his significant and distinguished
service to the University of the
Pacific," stated President McCaffrey.

Regents unvail the sign in front of the C/if.
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EDITORIAL
P8cific
Talks
By Kelly Olsen
Editorial Staff

Do you feel that President McCaffrey should resign now that the
faculty has voted no confidence?

Roxanne Cowell
Graduate Student
Head Resident/Jackson
No, I don't, but I think he needs to
make more of an effort to listen to
faculty, to let them know what's
going on. And also give them more
to say just so they can work
together. Even if he did resign I
really don't think it would make
that much of a difference, except
for maybe in the public relations of
the university.

Jon Lewis
Asst. Director of Food Services
No, I don't feel that he should
resign. I'm really not sure what a
vote of no confidence really
means. On other campuses I've
been on, it has never come up. I
know he has the support of the
Board of Regents, the other two
campuses and a lot of people on
the campus here in Stockton. If
there would have been a
unanimous vote of nofconfidence
across the board by everybody on
campus then maybe something
should be done. But it wasn't•
completely unanimous, so I don't
. think the vote was that significant.

Sharon Goodman
Sophomore
International Rela tions/English
COP
I didn't even know that the vote of
no confidence happened over
vacation. If he did resign I really
don't know who would replace
him. 1 have confidence in the
Board of Regents. It seems that
there wouldn't be anyone really
competent to replace him . "

Shauna McKinley
Junior
Communications
COP
I think that he should seriously
consider resignation. I know that
sounds realty negative and I guess
resignation is pretty extreme. I
think he should really look at it
and maybe use it to improve himself.

/

In search· of. •
The. intriguing aspect of this week's editorial page can be
found in the January 1, 1984 issue of the Stockton Record. The
title is "The University Presidency," and the author is none other
than Stan McCaffrey. The article covers the many duties of a
university president, and how these duties can affect the d~cision
making process, decisions like the one no! to. confer. w1th the
faculty about the selection of a new Academic V1ce President.
I could ask questions such as ''Why did President McCaffrey
choose to publish an editorial concerning a major school issue in
the Stockton Record while everyone was on vacation?" That's
actually a two part question: why the Record, and why over
Christmas break?
Instead, I'll ask ''When does President McCaffrey intend to
address the whole campus community on the decision making
process involved in the selection of our new Academic Vice
President?" I'm not referring to an explanation that resembles
the one found in the President's latest letter in which the issue is
referred to as "differences in recent weeks over the process of
decision making." The Pacifican is more than willing to print a
guest editorial by President McCaffrey addressing the decision
making process within the university, but to reprint the
aforementioned article that President McCaffrey submitted to us
isn't an acceptable substitute.
In closing, I would like to address those of you who have
been calling for President McCaffrey's resignation. I'm informed
that only the Regents can fire the President, and with our
current cast of characters, that is analogous to the Muppets over- Tim Sweeney
throwing Jim Henson.

Reagan's answer to
mission impossible
Jesse Jackson has my vote as Outstanding Contributor to the
Committe to Re-elect Ronald Reagan. Jackson, a black
evangelist minister, is one of the many hopefuls for the
Democratic Presidential nomination. If Ronald Reagan secures a
second term come November, Jackson will go down in history as
the man that destroyed any aspirations the Democrats may have
had to reclaim the Presidency.
As the Christmas holidays approached Reagan was faced
with a situation that had the potential for disaster that the Iranian
hostage crisis delivered to Jimmy Carter during the 1980
Presidential election. Navy Lieut. Robert Goodman had been
taken prisoner by the Syrians on December 4, 1983, when his jet
was shot down during a bombing raid of Syrian positions in
Lebanon. The Syrians stipulated that Goodman's release was to
be in conjunction with an American withdraw! from the Middle
East.
The Syrian's reputation as the Soviet delegation to the Middle
East didn't lend i~self to negotiations with the Reagan Administration, nor did the Administration's stance that the U.S.
wou!d not be intimidated into a withdraw! of it's peace-keeping
forces. Consequently, the situation was destined to remain
deadlocked through the Presidential campaign, an obvious
disadvantage to the Reagan camp. Enter Jesse Jackson .
Jesse Jackson announced to the world that he would travel
to Syria, on President Hafez Assad's invitation, to secure the
release of Goodman, for purely humanitarian reasons. The U.S.
State Department discouraged the visit, and Jackson said that if
Reagan requested, he would not go. Reagan refused to even talk
to Jackson, so off Jackson goes. Shortly thereafter, Jackson
returns with Lieut. Goodman in tow.
Surprising? Hardly. You're the Syrians, what are you going
to do when a rival of Ronald Reagan appears on a pseudo foreign
policy mission? The Syrians are busy trying to consolidate their
new found power in the Middle East, Goodman is nothing but an
obstacle to getting the Americans out of the region. While
they're at it, they can deliver a parting blow to Reagan by
releasing Goodman to a Democratic Presidential hopeful.
Whether Jackson's mission was strictly humanitarian is up
to debate. The intent might have been there, but not even
Jackson could have over-looked the political ramifications.
Jackson considers himself · a serious front runner for the
Democratic nomination, most political analysts don't. A black
Baptist minister from the South is too fractious a combination to
be viable. Jackson had much to gain from Goodman's release,
since most Americans now view Reag~n's foreign policy as
shakey, and the traditional sore point for an upstart cnadidate is
lack of foreign policy experi~nce.
The Democratic party, on the other hand, had the most to
lose from Jackson's excursion. The division caused by a
multitude of candidates could prove fatal to the Democrats.
With the strengthening of Jackson's position in the Democratic
race came the straw that broke the donkey's back.
Ronald Reagan foresaw these conditions and saw it in his
best interest to let Jackson proceed with his pilgrimage to Syria.
Reagan will be spared having to explain an American hostage in
the Middle East, an issue that proved to be a deciding factor
during the 1980 Presidential election. Nor does he have to deal
with a Soviet-backed government that wants nothing more than
for the Americans' to take their sphere of influence to another
continent. Should Reagan's Christmas list be made public I'm
sure we'd fmd a request that the Democrats' take their act
elsewhere, which is exactly what they'll have to do, now that there
are. more Democratic front runners than a horse race. All in all,
Reagan couldn't have booked a better vacation package than the
one Jackson prepared for him. Maybe Reagan can appoint
Jackson as ambassador to El Salavador.
_Tim Sweeney

(

Guest column

Hear no evil see nO evil, do no evil
I

By Lori Carlson
Guest Columnist

The President of the university
doesn't listen to the students and
faculty, their needs, concerns or
opinions. That sentence was the thesis
to my article, until I realized that the
students and faculty at UOP are
probably listened to more than any
other university in the state of
California. Think about it... I could
go to President McCaffrey's office
today and more than likely, see him
within a day or two; what other
major university do you know of that
such a meeting is possible? The
President listens to the students and
faculty; however, does the President
hear their opinions?
A vast difference exists between
listening and hearing. We've already
suggested that our President listens,
but does he hear? Is President McCaffrey willing to take studentfaculty advice into consideration
when making important decisions?
Does he consider the student-faculty
group credible? Many students and
faculty have to answer "No" to these
questions because of the recent in
cident concerning the appointment ot
Oscar Jarvis as Acting Academic Vice
President.
Within the body of the university, there is and there exists a need
for input. However, President M.:-

,

applicant for the position might
Caffrey didn't even give the faculty
sider UOP a challenge? In spite
or students the opportunity to voice
their opinions concerning the appoint- so-called "unattractiveness"
UOP, President McC~ffrey and
ment. In this specific instance, our
regents were able to hire a top
President didn't even listen to needs
football coach this past year to
and concerns, much less hear them.
our "losing football team."
Although President McCaffrey has
Do we see a trend
the authority to appoint persons to
here? Does this lack of process
high administrative positions, his
reasoning
for
doing so
is · tend an era of presidential ·
sitivity? If President McCaffrey
questionable.
tinues to be insensitive to such
During the November lOth
meeting of the ~cademic Council,
an apathetic trend, which
President McCaffrey stated three
people argue has already
basic reasons for making the appointplague the students and
ment:
People need to believe their
1. The search would take a great
are heard; if they don't bel
deal of time, money and effort.
then why should they speak up
2. By the time a search is comissues? An apathetic trend
pleted, it would take too long for the
plunge the university into a state
new Academic Vice President to
withdrawal. There would be a loss
become acquainted with UOP. Mcspirit and the momentum of
Caffrey went on to say,
would be sadly muted.
3. "Good, qualified people are
One man's insensitivity
in good positions now. UOP is not
drain the university of its spirit
the most attractive place to apply for
momentum; without these
a position if the applicant has a good
individual and collective
position at this time. So I think the
would suffer. What are we
process does not necessarily produce
students and you the faculty to
the best candidates."
Although we can censure and
Reasons one and two can be .such action would not produce
argued easily; however, reason three
term solution. It is up to P
does not qualify as a reason, but apMcCaffrey to change; he
pe'ars to be a blatant insult to the
become sensitive to the
university. If we were to view this
concerns of the students and
situation as President McCaffrey
He needs to hear, not just listen.
does, how do we not know that an

Letter to the editor

Tiger baseball strikes out catcher
Dear Editor:
You are told your entire life to
do your best and to always give lOOOJo
in evervthin~ vou do. I'm a firm ·
believer in that philosophy. But it
seems that not all people at UOP
believe in such an ideal thought.
Recently I was cut from the UOP
baseball team for the third consecutive year. I know it's hard to
believe, but it's true. This time, I
felt cheated. Early in August, I asked
Coach John Picone if I would be
given a fair shot, because that's all I
wanted, and he told me that he had
an open roster to the 15 or I 6 best
baseball players UOP had to offer.
I ended the fall program with a
batting average of .3i3, the fourth
best on the entire squad, and some 23
points ahead of the next catcher (my

desired position). I felt I had proven
myself offensively and as for defense,
I was clocked at a consistent 2.0-2.1
seconds throw down from home plate
to second base (2.2 is considered
good). The radar gun had clocked my
throws at 82 mph last year (the best of
all catchers at the time), ·and my
overall catching skills are equal or
superior to all the other catchers.
I had been to every practice since
the first day of school, had sold football programs at every home game
had participated in a farce 100 inning
marathon game in the rain and had
attended our night ' time weight
program.
I had proven myself physically
on the field as well as meeting all the
off the field obligations. But the
coach still failed to meet his

the ·pacifica

obligation to me and to the school, II
keep the best baseball players
has to offer.
I have , already confronted .tltl
coach on the matter and that's likt
talking to a wall. All'I got out of I~
meeting was your basic coaching,
"nice try, thanks for your concern,"
rhetoric. There are no hard feeling!
towards any of the players, except
that I wish I could have and sho~
have been a part of the I 984 UOP
Baseball Team.
·
I wrote this letter not to receive
sympathy or attention, but maybe as
an explanation for our athletic depar·
ment's acceptance as "losers.''
Coaches, please play your best, nol
your favorites.
Michael 1. Silva
Senior Civil Engineer
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eve~y F:iday by students of th~

Um~ersuy of the Pacific, exceP
durmg vacation periods. cont·
ments from Pucifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and l~f·
ters to the editor should be subrT111'
ted in typed form by 5 p.rll·
Tuesday to the Pacifican, Jrd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit ~~~
submit ted material.
Edito''0e
comments reflect the views of th
P_acifican editorial board, unleJS
Signed.
Staff members of th~
Pacifican can be reached a
University of the pacifiC,
Stockton, California 952II (209)
946-2114.
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tatne~ by the joint efforts of
chemiStry and pharmacy faculty.
Dr. ~ry Spreer, past department. chau' was instrumental inl
securmg the equipment through grants from the John Stauffer charitable
t~ust fund, $60,000, and two local
fums, California Cedar Products and
Blue M.agic Products. .t\fcording to
Dr. Mtchael J. Minch, chemistry
professor, a significant amount of
mone.y was invested from the
chemistry and pharmacy budgets
from last year, ptus succeeding years.
"Meantime we're skimping," said
Jones.

UOP is the only undergraduate
four year facility to have this parA new spectrometer, a highly
ticular spectrometer. "We're plenty
sophis~ic~ted, comp~ter driven,
unique,'' said Spreer.
cientiftc mstrument, IS now being
The FfNMR is kept in a special
~sed by the Chemistry Department
air conditioned laboratory in· the
ancJ..School of Pharmacy faculty and
classroom building. It consists of a
students to determine molecular
computer console, Pascal program,
and a super conducting magnet that is
structures.
.
energy efficient.
The Vanan XL-200 Fourier
Proteins that bind to DNA are
Transform
Nuclear
Magnetic
Resonance Spectrophotometer, Ff _
presently being stud.ied on the FfNMR, is valued at around $100,000,
NMR. The protein is extracted from
a cell in lab and it's inserted into a
according to Dr. Pat Jones, chair
tube which goes down the air column
Department of Chemistry. It was ob:
of the magnet. According to Minch,
once inside, the sample is between
coils of the magnet.
The console interacts with the
computer to get the exact three
· dimensional structure of the
molecule. Researchers can determine
what atoms are in the molecule, the
distances they are from each other,
and how rapidly they move with
respect to each other. They also
view the molecules undergoing internal motion.
Spreer points out that the NMR
spectrometer can give the sort of information within hours that once
required years of laboratory work.
.,
Dr. David Fries, professor of
:'Medicinal Chemistry, School of
~ Pharmacy, and Minch are frequent
!f faculty users of the FfNMR. Minch
and a graduate student, Jaime
• Varela, are isolating a protein from
virus and studying it by NMR. Un11 dergraduates Dan Knighton and Dan
Ng are working on the NMR of
Chemtstry graduate student Miguel Angel Huerta demonstrates how to use the w .. A.
new spectrometer.

f
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False fire alarms .
become a nuisance ·
to Grace residents
By John McCormack
Staff Writer

Much has been written on the increase in crime this past semester here
at UOP, but there's another area of
mischievous behavior that greatly
concerns the Department C!f Public
Safety. This is the high number of
false fire alarms.
From Friday, December 9, to
Sunday, December 11, there was a
total -of eight fire alarms activ'a ted· at
Grace Covell Hall. In only one case
was there reasonable cause for sounding an alarm. The other seven
proved to be false.
"There are a number of reasons
for concern," stated Safety Director
Norman Askew. "The first and
foremost is what we call the ''Cry
Wolf" theory. We are now finding
that many residents are hiding in their
closets so that they don't have to
evacuate the building. This happens
most often when there are two or
more alarms sounded in one evening.
Some residents plainly assume that if
there is more than one alarm in an
evening, it is not valid."
"Of course, this is not the right
thing to do when an alarm has been activated. There is always th"ilt hitun-ting possibility that a fire may exist."
The solution to this problem is to
clear the building whenever there is

an alarm. No one should assume that
an alarm is invalid.
There is a high risk of injury or
accident when a fire truck responds to
a call. "In a code three situation, "
said Lieutenant William Correll, "an
emergency vehicle has the right to run
through stop signs, red lights, and the
sort. That means there's a high
possibility of an accident with
another vehicle, or worse yet, a
pedestrian."
If someone is killed in this type
of situation, felony manslaughter
charges for the person or persons who
pulled the fire alarm, would occur.
Whenever a fire alarm is activated, the UOP police ~epart
ment immec!iately dispatches an officer to the scene.
''This is very costly to us time
wise," said Chief Askew. "In one instance this year, we sent an officer
who was watching the Townhouse
parking lot over to Grat.:e Covell to
check out an alarm. In his fifteen
minute absence, there was a car
window broken and a stereo stolen
from within."
Olief Askew's fmal comment was
about what can be· done to decrease
the high number of false alarms.
"My hope is that per~ons involv~d
would think twice before intentionally pulling an alarm. It truly is
an inconvenience for everyone involved."
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Sp~~!rometer joins staff
Staff Writer
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Club
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Pacific
U.pdate
Financial Aid
Deadline
The deadline for new applications for financial aid through
the State of California Cal Grants
program is February · 9th, and
students interested in applying for
such aid are encouraged to contact
the Financial Aid Office (9462345) on your campus imme~iately
for further information as to forms
of aid available and qualifications
necessary for eligibility. Students
at Pacific benefit greatly from Cal
Grants, with 780 students receiving
$2.7 million this year from that
source. It is possible that eligibility
criteria will be expanded for 198485, so students who have applied
previously and have not qualified
for Cal Grant aid are urged to
check their eligibility with the
Financial Aid Office.

Slide Show
on Caribbean
Have you ever wanted to
spend ten days in the Caribbean
scuba diving and relaxing on the
beach?
Wednesday, January 25' at
7:30pm in Albright Auditorium a
special slide presentation will be given about an upcoming Caribbean
trip to St. Lucia in May.
Viewers will hear Dr. Conner
Sutton, Dr. Anne Funkhouser and
Dr. Steven Anderson discuss
Tropical Natural History, a trip to
be taken May 18 to 30, 1984 to St.
Lucia Island.
All interested students and
staff are invited to attend.

Registration
Deadlines

:

i.................. i
957-7056

~

Students should be aware that
the last day to add classes to their
Spring Schedule is January 27th,
and the last day to drop classes is
March 2nd.
Students registering after the
23rd of this month will be subject
to pay an additional fee of $50.00.

talk to us about

our
rental program..

Ski Lovers!!

Ewe liEge

ate her
~ ~~~~~~~~-it:
U nive r s ity Book Store
Uni vt>rsily Crnlrr • Stockton, CA 9521 1 • (109) 946-1319

Just when you thought there
were no skiing buys left, look what
Boreal has done. Well known for
its convenience, night skiing, and
lift ticket value--Boreal' s $14.00
daily lift pass (9:00 am to 10:00)
now gives you 13 hours of skii~g,
making Boreal the only major
Sierra Ski Area still under $15.00.

spec1alty yarns
custom designs
embroideries
classes and instructiOn

Sherwood Plaza
5757 Pacific Avenue ~50
Stockton, CA 95207
(209)478-YARN

Conservatory
Auditions Set

(ByK MART)

UOP
DISCOUNT NIGHT
* wednesday' January 25th

* HAPPY HOUR PRICES in the

lounge from 9:00 pm - close
* LIVE MUSIC by Judy Owens and
friends
. OP card
mustshow. ASU
2381 W MARCH LN. STOCKTON, (ON QUAIL LAKE)

Auditions for admission and
financial aid for students at t he
University of the Pacific Conservatory of Music are scheduled the
Saturdays of Jan . 21 , March 17
an~ Apr.i l 7. Scholarships,
assistantships and grants-in-aid are
available to students who plan to
major in music at Pacific.
For more information on the
auditions contact the Conservatory
at (209) 946-2415.
"BUDS" lce Cream from
San Francisco

Sandwiches
Soups-Salads-Meats
Cheeses-Deli
RrPakfast ServRd 8:00-11:00 am

2FORJ

SALAMI SANDWICH
Purchase I Sllfllmi Sandwich
at regular price and
receive the second one FREE
.Limit one coupon per person
Expires 1/ 17/ 14

-

Leonard L. O'Bryan
Emeritus Professor Leonard I
O'Bryon . or Modern Language:·
died December 26, 1983.
:s,
He served in the Department
of ~od~rn La~guages from 1942
unt1l h1s retirement in 1976
teaching. Germa!l, French, Spanish
3:nd Itahan dunng that period of
t1me.
~is family has s uggested
don~~ons to the University of the
PacifiC as a preferred memorial
Leonard and Martha O'Br~
have lived in Placerville since tho.n
·
Th
. etr
ret!rem~nt. . at address is in th
umverstty directory.
e
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NEWS
Christian unity obs.erved

Pacific
Update

By Kevin Messenger

son Y, while Father Kennedy, who
delivered the homily, and Sandler
represent UOP's Newman Council.
Last night at the University of the
Dr. Putnam, who delivered the
Pacific's Morris Chapel, a special benediction at the end of the service,
celebration took place commemo- is the University chaplain.
rating Christian unity around the
Among th-e fellowships represenworld. The service, which began at ted in the leadership of the service
7:30, took place to show the were the Anderson Y, the Roman
similarities among all Christian Catholic Church, the Episcopal
religions rather than the differences, Church, the UOP Chaplain's Office,
as is usually the case, and to bring the Campus Crusades for Christ, Chi
Protestant and Catholic religions Alpha, the UOP Religious Studies
together "to be'one through the cross , Department, and San Joaquin Delta
of our. Lord."
College.
The service was held to kick-off
Christian Unity Week will conthe "Week of Prayer for Christian tinue until next Wednesday, and there
Unity" which has become a worldwide Christian observance since 1908.
It was begun by a controversial
Episcopalian priest named Father
Paul James Francis Wattson. It
begins on January 18th, the feast of
St. Peter's Chair, and concludes on
By Dorothy Kraemer
the 25th with St. Paul's feast.
Staff Writer
Last night's celebration was put
together under the leadership of a five
Here it is, January, 1984. But
person committee consisting of Dr.
wait, something's wrong. Did we
Gayle Woolley, Felicia Sandler,
forget something? Oh, yes, Winter
Bruce Hunter, Dr. Gary Putnam, and
Term.
That's right, this is an
Father Raymond Kennedy. Dr. Wolley
historical occasion here on the
heads the Canterbury Club which is a
UOP Stockton campus. Since 1971,
ministry to Episcopalian students,
depending on your opinion of the
Hunter is the director of the Anderissue, we have either enjoyed or
worked around the controversial
month known as Winter Term. Sentiments continue to run deep over this
issue though there does seem to be a
feeling of resolve.
Many, if not most, students who
. have had the experience of Winter
Term feel a sense of loss and regret,
happy, though, that they at least had
an opportunity to encounter the
unique learning environment offered
during Winter Term. ·
Babak Hirbod, a fourth year
student
in
the
School
of
Engineering, one of the schools
highly adverse to the continuation of
Winter Term, said that he felt Winter
Term was beneficial to most
engineering students in that it afforded a small break from the heavy
work load of engineering students
while opening time for general
education courses and senior projects.
Faculty, on the other hand, still
Staff Writer

Senior Recruitment
Meeting
The Career Planning and
Placement Center would like to
notify seniors that there will be an
informational meeting regarding
campus recruitment on Monday,
January 23, at 4:00 pm in the UC
Theatre.
The Placement Center will offer during January 23-27, a session
of workshops dealing with improving students' techniques in
both interviews with prospective
employers, as well as completing
resumes.
Those seniors attending the
January 23rd meeting will be given
priority in registering with two
companies.
For more information contact
the Career Planning and
Placement Center at 946-2361.

Winter term revisited

.NOW PILOT IS
TWO POINTS UP
•
ON THE
COtv~PETITION.

I
)

will be a review series of important
documents from the World Council
of Churches, Tuesday the 24th, at
12:00 noon in Sears Hall room 111.
The review series will be led by Dr.
Art Maynard of UOP's Religious
Studies Department, and should last
until about 1:00. Students are
welcome to attend and may bring a
sack lunch if interested.
If anv campus religious groups,
Christian or Non-Christian, would
like to announce any upcoming events or get any coverage of any events in
particular, please contact Kevin
Messenger at the Pacifican at 9462114.

If you love fine writing, now you can
choose between two Precise Rolling Ball pens
that write so fine yet flow so smoothly you 'll
wonder how we made it possible.
· Only The Precise allows you to write beautifully in either fine point or extra fine point.
The price? It's even finer. Only $l.J9 each.

J

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

retain their diverse opinions on the
matter.
Dr. Gwen Browne,
Philosophy Department, said that she
felt it was a "Terrible loss and larger
now because. the calendar was scrapped anyway."
Dr. John Smith, English Department, felt that it was a great loss for
his department in particular because
Winter Term allowed for a unique
kind of studying/teaching experience.
Now there are certain things which
cannot be done. Since 1972, he has, to
the best of his recollection, taught a
different course each time, but these
special courses won't be available
again. Said · ·sniith, "I sometimes
worry about this place becoming too
bland, 'smerged' in with other
schools.''
In contrast to this, Dr. David
Fletcher, School of Engineering, a
strong opponent of Winter Term,
stated that he felt the change was
quite beneficial to the School of
Engineering; that they were able to
utilize the additional weeks in the
semester more effectively and there
was more time to cover course
material.
But, no matter what stand you
take on the issue of Winter Term, we
are · all faced with the reality,
delightedly or sorrowfully, that it is
dead and gone.

Library plans f_or
computer terminal
By Sam Vaughn
Staff Writer

Plans are underway t? co~
pletely moderni;ze the UmversttY
Library by providing a comp~ter
terminal automati~n s~stem whtch
will aid students m domg more efficient, thorough research.
.
Jacquelyn Morris, A~soctate
Director of University Libranes, says
that the system will completely
modernize the library· ."M?st
libraries serving a commumty hke
UOP's are automated. It'~ important
that we all have the advantages of
the computer."
The Total Library System (TLS)
includes an "automated circulati~n
system '' which determines what wtll
be needed to meet both curriculum
and student needs, and also indicates
which subject matters are most
popular, preveQ.ting the library fr?m
spending funds on unpopular toptcs.
,,
'the system also includes an on-

line catalog...:" . To ~ ~e catalog,
student will simply m~tcate tlje
of research and the ~.;ulluoutPr
minal will list all the books
combining many general topics
specific,. concrete reference
eliminatmg the many -v•·"IJftiCJlt~•u
hours currently necessary when
the card catalog.
The benefits of this system
not limited to the student rnrn- .. '
According to Morris, less
hours will be needed to catalog
locate books,. allowing library
sonnel to be relocated into
where they are of more need.
"A librari~n's role will be one
advice and doing actual
·
There will ~ always be a need for
struction," said Morris.
Morris hopes the
will come with the new $6.5
building. However, she also said
it is impossible to know when
will be.

1(.0~
.

_,..: Historic :s+c·-

BBICBWO·l\ES
-SALOONLunch - Salad Bar
Live Rock n' Roll Music
Entertainment
Banquet Facility
Conference Room

'

I

Open Daily - 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.
Lunch Served Monday thru Friday
11 :00 A.M. to 2:00P.M.
HERSCHEL OLIVER BEAHM Ill
411 N. Hunter Street
Stockton, California 95202

(209) 462-4054

ATTENTION!!!
ALL STUDENTS

~ILOY~J2f~~jSe
CAN EITHER YOU OR YOUR P~RENTS STILL
USE FINANCIAL AID THIS YEAR?

l_
--·, ~ """"'J·' -

~-~

''

:-

' (- 1

t uhc•r·-.1 1\ Bonk St<H"l'
•.•,.,,.o~. • ,,.,.,. "'" ~ ..... r~o •-tul . t~tt~•.t•zn•

The haircut
you want
is the haircut
you get.
we guarantee
•
lt.

The CLAS :f loan program is now available to California
s~u?ents and their pare.n ts. The program which is
s1m1lar to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
CGSLPJ all?ws paren~s to borrow up to $3,000 per year
~o help w1th educational costs. It is also available to
Independent undergraduates and graduate students.

, This program is made available through the Californ;i3
Student Loan Authority. r--------------------•1
------------- ---------~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

At Supercuts. weve been
has helped make us America's
tra1ned to cut ha1r perfectly So
most popular haircutters.
no matter how you like your ha1r
Which only goes to prove that
cut. you're going to get the cut '· when you give people exactly
you like. Every tme
what they want. they JUSt keep
We guarantee 11. or your
com1ng back for more.

FOR MORE INFORMAl
TO THE:
ION SEND' THIS COUPON

CALIFORNIA STUDENT
915 Capitol Mall, Room
~0 AN AUTHORITY
Sacramento. CA 95814
·

28

JUpc,CUir..

- -- - - -

Name:

Address:

We're changing the way America cuts its hair.
STOCKTON

5757 PACIFIC AVE.

951-8827

11-F 8-8 SAT 8-7 SUN 11-4
~ 11113

EI\IRA CORPORATION

'California Loans to Assist Students

School:

--~~--

--------:__

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.
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ENTERTAINMENT
hristmas season movies reviewed
By Dawn Polvorosa

~ bett~r stage play because it is not

Entertainment Editor

ery vtsual. The sound track I find
p~so~ally satisfying, but someone
w 0 .1~ not a fan may find it to be
repettttous.
.A viewer would need to apprecta~e Barb~a Stn.:i~an,-1 to enjoy
Yend; It offers little else
...........

This year's Christmas movie seaoffered very few movies of
. Although there were some
......, '""''"" perfonnances, the plots which
characters were locked in were weak.
While it appeared that these movies
designed to win some perforan
Academy
Award
'"'mlll"''un, I 'II be interested to know
ovies and screenplays can
win a nomination .·

Barbra Streisand has finally
a director who will bring out
talents, herself. Barbra is a
I actress but seeing her in all
two scenes can lead to some

•••••

Gorky Park
. This movie is <1 tc1; ~ fi~ adaptatto~ of a book of the same name by
Mar~m Cruz Smith. Not often can a
movte stand on its own in the wake of
a best selling book.
T.he casting could not have been
better. with William Hurt and Lee
~a.rvm · Both of these actors brought
VIVId character portrayals to the
screen; the only fault I found was
with William Hurt's Russian/English
accent.
Gorky Park is one of the best
r:nurder mysteries pl'• --· ·, ~ --~en; it
IS contemporary, well wnrk~ through
visual and suspenseful .. • .,;, _
'

Educating Rita
This film, with Michael Caine as
the Professor and Julie Walters as
Rita, is adapted from a British stage
production. The story is a marvelous
variation of a person bettering herself
through education.
The relationship between Rita
and the Professor is inspiring a~ the
joy of learning is revealed through
Rita's eyes. She understand~ that

education does not guarantee success
but rather it provides opportunities
toward success. This perspective is
portrayed with intelligent and witty
dialogue and through great character
sensitivity.
Julie Walters originated the role
of Rita on the stage and revitalized it
on ~creen. She gives a tinH·•:•r•llQ
performan<:e and opp ''ir, ,, , rer.
veteran Michael Caine makes this

..........

Terms of Endearment
This is a prime example of a
movie made for the actors. Granted,
that it is wonderf.ul to see Shirley
Ma.cLaine and Debra Winger display
their talents, but do they have to do it
in a poorly written story? I'" •tJlrl :. lt
go so far as to include Jack Ni i.1'o ( ·
as an actor, l have never ~~l;J J ....
play anything other than the ~>ame
character.
This movie drags its characters
through a pathetic story where an op•imistic attitude would be unheard of.
The ending is a cop-out, but by the
time you get there it just doesn't mat
ter anyway; the viewer has lost all
hope of obtaining a favorable experience from this movie.
Terms of Endearment may win
some acting awards, but the s1ory line
is a sorry excuse for entertainment

\

J.

~;

Terms ofEndearment with Shirley MacLaine and Debra Win~er.

•••••

Music to your ears

movie one of the best : II the .,..,c,,,.
offerings.
(courtesy ·. r the Pia/ I
Cinema)
·~~~~ ~
Two of a Kind
Two of a Kind offers a waste of
two talents who are a potentially electrifying duo. John Travolta as Zack
,md Olivia Newton-John as Debbie
are sentenced to act in a remarkably
stupid movie.
This story begins with God contemplating the destruction of the
human race unless Zack and Debbie
~arnf.~e. e.ven:thin~ for each other
within a week's time.
Since this
couple got off on the wrong foot,
and since the Devil is adding in some
dirty work, the miraculous event is
unlikely to occur. During the week
several incidents take place which are
unlikely to happen throughout the
course of any human's. life. Continuing with this movie's insipid
dialogue, the story ends with the
philosophic statement by Debbie,
"It's been a strange week" and Lack
answers, "sure has." Stupid! (courtesy of Festival Cinema) ......
Scarface
This film opens "'"1 1\l Pacino's
character, Tony Montan~, entering
Florida on a Cuban refu~ee boat.
Montana owns the shirt on- his back
and a warped vision of the American
dream. One hundred and seventytwo utterances of the f-word and fifty-plus bloody deaths later Montana's dream and the film are
finished.
Director Brian DePalma attempts extremism as art in this tale of
violence and greed. What this translation needs is a good guy and a
good reason to sit still for three
hours . (courtesy of Sto< ' td n Royal
Theatre)

•·~·

By Lynette Leinfelder
Staff Writer

Most will agree that a well-rounded college experience is beneficial and
will lead to a happier and more successful future. How might you have
that "well-rounded" college experience? Actually it's quite simple at
UOP, a wide variety of opportunities, satisfying anything from the
unique, the common and the uncommon interests are available.
This Spring, the Con~en ottory of
Music, as in years past, is opening the
door to the world of fine mu ·;ic. An
impressive schedule has bee arranged
including concerts given by resident
artists, students, guest artists, choirs,
small ensembles, orchestras and
many more.
Five performances will take
place in the month of January, each
catering to several tastes. As part of
the Resident Artist Series, Carol van
Bronkhorst offers a flute recital on
January 17. She is . followed by a
tenor concert given by Willi"n'
Whitesides oh the 20th. On the 3 ht.
one can enjoy the sounds of trumrct
and trombone as they are played h~
Dale Fjerstad and Joel Elias . Carol
Hayes, a lecturer in piano, will offer a
piano concert on the 24th. All the\t'
performances will be held in the l nng
Theater at 8:15pm.
Mu Phi Epsilon, the music
fraternity, will also be providing an
enjoyable evening of entertainment
· on January 23 . It is :.~hcdulcd for
8:15pm in the Conservatory .
Confirmation of recital dates
and/or times, as well as any inquiries
regarding the complete spring
schedule, may be directed to the Conservatory. For those who appreciate
the art of music, the conservatory
concerts will bring you one step closer
the "well-rounded" college experience.

) 462·4054

SUN~ NITE, JAN. 22nd

SPANOS CENTER - U.O.P.
STOCKTON

8: P.M.

11.50
10.50
Available in: Stockton: Record Factory and Tower including BASS & Ticketron,
Miracle Music, University Box Office (on campus).
Lodi: Music Box and Record Factory (BASS).
Manteca: Janis Music.
Modesto: Modesto Music.
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SPORTS
Rosselli . Raps

By Barbara Allen
Staff Writer

By Dave Rosselli
Sports Editor

Basketball distraught
The mood was rather solemn and depressing as I walked into the
Tiger Basketball offices earlier this week. I had an appointment to speak
with Tiger head coach Torr O' Neill T he objective of the interview, from
my standpoint was a simple one, to find out why the Tigers had slipped
to a dismal 2- I 1 reco1 d following a disappointing loss to Fullerton State.
From O'Neill 's pe. spective, this was not an easy task. After all, he
had to explain why his team had taken steps backwards from the
previous year, 1983. After the same number of games a year ago the
Tigers had picked up five victories and although not extremely impressive, had soundly defeated teams that they were expected to beat.
This year the Tigers have been inconsistent, losing to underdogs San
Jqse, Penland and Santa Barbara. Last vear, Pacific defeated both Panland and San Jose and even managed a sioppy overtime victocy over Santa
Barbara. Clearly O'Neill was troubled . The interview began.
I cautiously asked O'Neill what the problem was, why his team was
regressing. "Youth" he said after a sigh. "Our team has a lot of
maturing to do. We're just very young and we're going to make
mistakes," he continued. This was not a coach at ease. This was a coach
with a lot of unanswered questions in his mind, one that is very well
aware this is a very pivotal year for the future of his program.
" When youre young you are going to mentally break down," he
said. "So I would say that mental breakdowns and having a young team
are one in the same."
Lack of maturity a nd experience were two terms I was to hear the
rest of the morning. Enough on youth for now, I said. Let's move to a
more interesting topic, recruiting.
For those of you who are unaware, Tiger Basketball is the only Intercollegiate sport at Pacific that is given a full compliment of scholarships, fifteen to be exact. The Tigers, however, are in a rather peculiar
recruiting situation because their academic admission standards are so
high . Most talented state school players are unable to pass admission
requi rements at Pacific and will opt to play for teams such as Fullerton
State, Fresno State or UNLV. All three teams just happen to be in the
PCAA conference. This puts UUP 10 a re~.:• u:' ing status with schoob 11Ke
Stanford who also have high academic admission standards.
Is it possible to recruit with schools like Stanford, I askt:d O'Neill
"Are yo..J kidding?" he chuckled . "If you had the choice to play on
scholarship at l!ither Pacific or Stllnford, 'IVhere would you choose?"
That was an interesting question, pondering it for a moment. I guess it
would depend on what Pa(.•il~.ollaJ to offer, academically, of course. Are
we in a position to recruit against other teams in our conference? I asked
assuming it was the only other option. Again he chuckled. "There ar~
players in our conference that don't even have a high school diploma let
alo~e good grades in college prep courses, a prerequisite for Pacific," he
rephed.
Very interesting! Where does that leave us? Now we have a team
that can't recruit with big schools like Stanford and also a team that
can't recruit with teams in the same conference.
"We're in a class all by ourselves,' O'Neili said. "That's the way
the standards are arranged and we're gomg to have to live with that."
Well, ~fter another big loss to Santa Barbara last Saturday evening and a
droop10g record of2-14, this is no laughing matter.
Whether or not the Tigers are an inexperienced team is questionable.
Only four out of the fifteen players on the squad are freshmen and one of
them, Kyle Pepple, was red-shirted all of last year and should be familiar
with t~e program. Of the six sophomores, three of them (Andretta,
Frankhn, Anema) all had a great deal of playing time as freshmen and
~an. hardly b~ called inexperienced. The rest of the squad are either
JUniors or sen1ors.
A~ far as recruiting. is conce~n.ed, we may very well have a problem
and let s assume we are m a recruttmg class all by ourselves. If that is the
cas~, ~he~ we are going to have to play like we're in a league by ourselves.
Pac1f1c w1ll have to be the scrappy team that surprises people, does things
that are not expected.
The T_igers applied the full court press fewer times than their opponents thts season. The full court press is designed to put pressure on
the oppone~ts and _fore~ turnovers. o_ne of the biggest problems facing
the T1gers th1s year IS the1r turnover rat1o. They need to stan forcing turnovers and stop committing them.
Offensivel.y, the Ti~ers have been inconsistent. There appears to be
too mu~h outside shootmg, not nearly enough offensive leadership and ·
p~ntrat1on underneath the basket. Coach O'Neill admitted that the
!Igers ~o not hav_e very many set offensive piays but on the other hand,
•s t_h e f•rst to ad~tt that set plays can help a young team. That might be a
philosophy the T1g~rs need to change. In addition, if the full court press
IS successful the T1~ers would score more offensively on fast breaks
steals, etc.
'
. ~inally, from my own observation, it appears that the Tigers substitution systef!l c_ould use ~om.e improving. Coach O'Neill claims that
w~en a player ts tired, he w11l nase his fist and at that point will be substituted . However, there have been instances this year where three or
f<;>ur players will be substitu.ted in and out at the same time. This obVIOu~ly changes the dynam1cs of the team, especially if the team is
playmg well together. Often this cranges the momentum of the game.
These suggestions may or n1ay not improve certain areas of the
squad . However, the Tigers are faced with a serious problem. When you
have only w_on two of_~our first sixteen games something must be
chanRed, rap1dly. In add•t•nn . the Tiger~ . being in a recruiting class all by
themselves, are forced to play a different type of ball. The scrappy team
always n~ds !O ~ork hard, try different things. · The Tigers are 10 a rut.
If somethmg 1sn t done soon, it could last all season. Not a pleasant thought
for a very pressured and disturbt>d Tom O'Neill.

Happy _H our 4-7pm Mon-Fri
Beer. 75 Well Drinks $1.00

Sunday
Champagne

Bruce Spaulding, head coach of
Pacific's soccer team, has resigned
because he says he is "tired of
working part-time jobs to be able to
coach soccer.''
Spaulding insists that his
resignation had nothing to do with
the Andre Paris controversy of last
semester.
Readers might remember a letter
to the editor written by Paris, who
claims to be an international soccer
superstar, which appeared in the October 21 issue of The Pacifican. The
letter ripped into Spaulding, stating
he had failed to establish a relationship with the team and failed to
motivate them. Paris wrote he was
told that several valuable players quit

By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific
women's basketball team had its 6game winning streak snapped last
Tuesday night in Berkeley when the
Cal Bears upended the Lady Tigers
93-70 at Harmon Gym.
The Lady Tigers entered the contest with a 9-2 mark, having won 9 of
their last 10 outings; however, the
Golden Bears jumped out to a quick
lead and never looked back. After
trailing 38-27 at the half, the Tigers
carne out more aggressive in the final
twenty minutes, but couldn't slow
down the Bears' 500Jo shooting, while
UOP's 380Jo from the field · didn't
exactly help their efforts.
Lady Tiger head coach Julie
Hickey pointed out two reasons for
her team's disappointing loss
Tuesday night. The first being that
her squad was a little hesitant and intimidated by Cal's dominant front
line consisting of a 6-8 center and two
6-3 forwards. Hickey, with 6-4 Janet
Jones unable to play due to an undetermined knee injury, was left
without a true center to play behind
6-3 Joy Dana who fouled out of the
ballgame midway into the final
period.
"That hurts us not having
another true center. That's how Joy
gets into foul trouble, but of course,
we dm't want her sitting on the ben:h
just to avoid fouls, either,'' commented Hickey.
The second primary reason for

Len Breakfield
BiH Simoni
602 E. Market
Stockton. Calif.

because of the "lack of competent
coaching."
Spaulding said his resignation
"has nothing to do with that incident.
It did cross my mind leaving at this
time people might suspect that, but

the loss .according to Hickey was
Cal's obvious advantage of unlimited
substitution with fourteen healthy
players compared to UOP's nine.
"They ju.st kept throwing too many
people at us,'' said the Tiger Mentor.
She added, "You've got to give Cal
credit, though. They're playing really
well now."
The Lady Tigers were led by
Jane Romberg's 17 points and eight
rebounds .
"Romberg,"
said
Hickey, "came out in the second half
and played as aggressive as I've ever
seen her play. I was very proud of
her." Aside from Romberg's performance, Mary Lary turned in 14 points
while Janet Whitney cashed in 10 and
collected nine boards as well.
After defeating fourth ranked
Old Dominion last week, Cal leads
the NorPac Conference with a 3-0
league mark, while Pacific claims a 11 league tally.
The Lady Tigers will put their 93 record on the line again Friday
night at the University of San Francisco in a 7:30 rnatchup. The Lady
Dons boast an 8-7 mark and are 0-1 in
the conference, also losing to Cal, by
an 87-67 final.
On Saturday night , Pacific will
begin a (our-game hornestand when
they play host to the 9-5 UCLA
Bruins at the Alex G. Spanos Center
in a 7:30 contest. Says Coach Hickey
concerning the Tigers vs . Bruins contest, "If we play like we did against
Cal, with intimidation, we'll get beat.
But if we play like the Lady Tigers
can play, it'll go either way. They're a

2301 Pacific Ave. , Stockton . CA
(209) 943-2348

lbfTTIOIIY $350

No Coupon Needed

Fee include :
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Not valid with

-FREE DELIVERY/~
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Med.
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2 T opping

~4 . 85

$7 .00

.$8.45

COUPON

3 Topping

5 . 75

7 .80

9 . 75

The Shamrock

6 . 15

8.40

10. 75

Veggie

6 .00

$1.00 off on Shamrock Special
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$1.50 off Extra Large Shamrock Special
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8 .00
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Sprite
Orange
Rootbeer
Ice Tea

9 .45
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and Pineapple & Ham

T.he Super Lunch Punchcard
2. will be available again in the
Redwood Room January 16
3
1984, thru March 30 1984 '
PUNCHCARD
Buy 10 me~ls and ~e will.
We will punch this card each
treat you to free soup & salad .
ime you purchase a meal in th
buffet or $3 2S
.
Redwood Room. Have your card
equ 1valent
·
p~nched TEN TI~ES and we will 6 mea I (Dep ar t ment charges not
g•ve ou ~ s~wp & salad tiuffet-applicable).
mea * REE •.• !$3.25 equivalent meal)
7
Signature

9 am-2:30pm

1h off Any Time

The Shamrock

· Brunch
T U
~ 0 0
JUnCTIOn

good team, not a great team, and I
think we're a good team, too."
.
Following the UCLA rnatchup,
the Lady Tigers will return to the
court Monday against San Jose St. at
7:30 in the Main Gym. UOP will rest

Card.is non-transferable.
No cash refunds.
Offer good January 16- March 30, 1984.
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10

Com · f
e In . or lunch and we' ll
start a
uper Lunch Punch
card .for you!
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Sports
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Theb UOP
H d CBasketball team
guidedd . Y ~a V oach Tom O'Neil(
tirnPe mto as egas last night with
adisasterous 2-14 record and a recent
shing loss to the University of SanCru
ta Barb~ra 69-63. Pacific, who comwtth UNLV last night (score
unavailable at pre~s time) ha~ begun
this 1984 season wtth one of the worst
won-lost records in the team's
history.

•m
SW I

the Tigers this year is the~~ pl~~uing
defeat
mabthty
to
favored teams
to beat.tha t t h eyu are
clearly

goodw:no~og~~t toexec_ut~. of~ensi~ely
guard D
wm, satd Ttger
. end ean
Andretta
stve
of thin
. · . "O ur defensive end is h gs ts sohd, the offenficulties." w ere we have our dif. .
br Pac1f1c has dropped heartp eafers to San Jose St., Fresno St
ort and and their most recent .,
ponent Santa Barbara. Head Co~~h

t ea m

ByKarenLeong

m k

.

Staff Writer

Pacific's swimming teams a
.
d t
.
re
bavmg mo era e success m their dual
rneets. Th~ugh both the men's and
the wo_men s t~a.ms are hard pressed
in thetr recruttmg power, coaches

EXTENDED
WEAR
CONTACT ·
LENSES

$1000FF

Norma/!y $350 Now $250 until Feb. 15
Fee includes:
- Eye Examination
- Contac~ Lens Fitting
- One Pal r .of Extended Wear Contacts
-Starter Ktt
- Handling and Care Instructions
-Follow-up Care For 6 Months

Doctors a/Optometry

Stephen L. Pollack, O.D.
David J. Henkle, O.D.
951·2020

1701 W. March Lan-e

penence
. reason for the
. ,
ts th e mam
Ttger s collap~e. However, sophomore
Andy Frankhn did not use the teams
youth as an e:x;cuse.
"I can't sa Y we h ave a young
team anymore because most of us
have a _year of experience. The 2-14
reco~d ts mainly due to our lack of
~~nftdence," Franklin explained.
Its mentally draining when you play
your heart out and still lose."
. Th~ Tigers will go into this road
tno Wtth a COUple Of players

defeated San Francisco State and
Sacramento Sfate in dual meets
Th~mgh. t~ey lost to Pepperdin;
Umver.stty m a home meet just prior
to Chnst?'las vacation, they have had
outstandmg early season times.
. On the men's team, senior Dave
D3:mels has had moderate success in
sptt_e
some knee problems that
hmtt . h1m t_o only kicking drills in
practice. His 200 freestyle and 500
f~eestyle times. (1 :42 and 4:47' respec~
ttvely), are among the fastest times
produced by any of the men swimmers.
The women's swimming team
has. been unable to secure a victory in
thetr dual meets. The women have
l~st to Sacramento, Reno, and UC Irvme.
. . ~ese losses, however, are not
u:~d~cat1ve of the highly talented indlVIduals that comprise the team.
Junior Trina Burton has had moderate
early season success.
The swimming Tigers have only
a f~w more meets to gain team victon~s. To~ay, the women will go
agamst Ch1co State University, while
the men do battle against Chico and
Fresno .State. Then, tomorrow the
teams will travel to San Jose State
University to combat San Jose State
and Long Beach State University.
They are expected to go against some
of the best swimmers in Northern
California in this meet at San Jose.
. The long term goals that the
Tigers are aiming for is the NorPac
meet, which will be held at
W~ashin_gton_§J~te University, and the
AAU Nationals.
.. - -

16,
84.

i II
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Basketball News·
Fullerton State's All-America
g~ard Leon Wood,' who led the
Tttans to two important Pacific
Coast Athletic Association road
victories last weekend, has been
named this week's Pacific Southwest Airlines-PCAA Basketball
Player-of-the-Week.
Wood, a 6-3, senior from
~anta ~onica) CA, scored 31 poinn~cludmg 18 in a row, on Thursday
mght (Jan. 12) as the Titans
downed University of the Pacific,
67-~9 . Wood, who is averaging 7.8
asststs on the year, dished out
seven against Pacific.
In the Pacific contest Wood
ran his Fullerton State ' career
scoring total to l ,503, breaking the
old school mark of 1,498 held by
Greg Brunch (1974-78).

Lady Tiger Results
UC Irvine 72, UOP 60
UOP 66, Cal Poly-SLO 55
UOP 80, San Francisco State 50
UOP 84, Stanford 75
UOP 84, Chico State 55
Cal Poly-Pomona 77, UOP 67
UOP 91, Cal Poly-SLO 63
UOP 101, Seattle Pacific 62
UOP 84, Arizona 79
UOP 77, Santa Clara 73 ·
UOP 63, Hawaii 61
\... Cal93, UOP 70

Back to the Old Drawing Board
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YOURO

* Touchdown at Luigi's for a winning game
* We will open our lounge. one hour before game
time, so you can settle in and enjoy
HAPPY HOUR PRICES until the game
* Enjoy the game on our LARGE SCREEN
TV while helping yourself to a large array of
FREE EATS, 75¢ DRAFT BEER AND
Luigi's FAMOUS FOOTBALL RULES
* So kickoff your Sunday with an exciting time
at Luigi Murphy's
See you here on Sunday!
2381 W. MARCH LN. STOCKTON, (ON QUAIL LAKE)
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Pacific will travel to UC Irvine
on the 21st of January before they
return home vs. Long Beach St.

==~~==w~K~A~R~\T{~

SUPERBOWL PARTY
in the

~ouble digits in his last four games is

m at 11.2 ppg.

or

.66-56
466-56

ard

averaging in double figures--sophomore forwards Rich Anema
and Franklin. Anema is averaging
12.4 ppg. (14.7 in PCAA contests)
while Franklin, who has failed to hit

a es waves

Denms Nugent and Gary Dosier have
ma~<l:ged to attract some highly competitive talent. Though talented
players are few in nu!'flber, they have
pr?vc:n theJ:!l~elves mstrumental m
bnngmg Pactftc up in team rankings.
The men's team appears to have
had more success so far, having

WAKEUP
AND SEE!

Bring in this ad for

To~ O'~eill claims that lack of ex-

·

·
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Froli~ dat~.!.~d~~!.

SCT's production of ~~sugar'' fails
By Dana Axelrod

Jerry/Daphne. He is bright, funny,
and full of energy. Deegan is not
only a fine singer and dancer, but also
affects female mannerisms with a
wonderfully comedic style. The
brilliant dance that Deegan performs
with Wilhelm Tolkmit as Sir Osgood
Fielding steals the show and almost
makes the monotony of the rest of the
production worthwhile.
Perhaps if the men and women
in the chorus had seemed more excited about what they were doing, the
whole show might have been a little
more interesting. As it was, most of
the company looked as if they would
have preferred to have been home in
bed than up on the stage. Dances
were executed mechanically and with
very few smiles ..Lines and songs were
similarly rendered, without much
feeling or enthusiasm.
After all of this, I must admit
that on my way out of the theatre l
did hear a few civic theatre enthusiasts exclaiming how much they
enjoyed this production, therefore, if
civic theatre is your thing, you ~ay
find Sugar more enjoyable than I d1d.
Sugar plays Friday and Saturd_ay
evenings through Feb. 4 at 8 pm w1th
additional performances Sunday,
Jan. 22, at 2:30 pm and Thursday,
Fe.b. 2 at 8 pm.
._.,
-

Staff Writer

Movies are movies and plays are
plays and very seldom the twain
should meet, especially when the
work involved was a film first. The
musical Sugar now playing at the
Stockton Civic Theatre is an ideal
example of this. Based on Billy
Wilder's Some Like It Hot, the story
of the two out of work musicians who
disguise themselves as women so as to
be hired by an all girl band, simply
fails on the stage.
Granted, SCT's uninspired
production does not help matters
much. Barry Wooledge as the
saxophone player, Joe (alias
Josephine), appears stiff and uneasy
~
in both his male and female roles and
~
this detracts from the comic qualities
~
of his character. Melissa Reiger plays
It
the female lead, Sugar Kane, a typical
"dumb blond" with all the old
~
stereotypes that have lost all their
:i
humor over the years. There was a
~
short lived moment of brightness and
originality in the character of Spats SCT's play "Sugar"wi/1 be on stage Friday and Saturday evenings until Feb. 4th.

a;

THIRD ROOMMATE WANTED

To share new 3 bedroom/2 bath house with two
females. Male or female wanted. Call after 2 pm
951-6540. Ask for Wendy.

Pazzo, the leader of the tap dancing
gangsters played by Philip DeAngelo,
but as it happens so often in this
production, a cute routine is overdone and ove.r-used to the point
where it is no longer amusing.
This show does have one savmg
grace, however, in the form of Paul
D eega n as the base player

WE DELIVER

[Advertise ·in the Pacificanj

to prepare a ~and F~olic,
President Bntney Z1egler
would be embarrassing if we
On February 24th and 25th UOPI
put on a show that ~as.up to Par
·
·
53rd
annua
will be cekbratmg ItS
• •
what we've been domg mthe
Band Frolic. Following past tradttl~~
U>on mWzation of the
it will be held on the last weel<enel plight, Dean Catherine
February. However, with the lor
( ~ssoci ate Dean of St_udents)
Winter Term and the advent o ~
Ijams moved Band Frohc back
new calendar it also falls dun~g original date.. Wh~~ asked
fraternity rush. In addition to this, · opinion on th1s dec1s1on,
Spring break falls one week af~er
Alpha president Steve
Band ·Frolic, also during fratermty
replied, "I realize the earlier
would have been hard on
rush.
. .
. d the
Bearing these fac ts 10 mm '
sororities, I just hope they
four fraternity presidents and G~eg
situation we're in."
Boardman (Director of Fratermty
Keeping in mind that the
Programs) proposed to thi~ year's
have always been very
Band Frolic chairman, Dan IJams, to
Band Frolic, Boardman
advance Band Frolic by one week to
how the Greeks handled the
February 17th and 18th. Ijams an?
"Very responsibly. Next
the Conservatory agreed as long as Jt
however, the fraternities
didn't affect any of the students.
sororities might want to get
Unfortunately for Pacific's male
in deciding rush dates. "
Greeks, their female c~unterpa~ts
With this year's Band Frolic
were indeed affected. W1th soronty
to be as competitive as ever
rush ending on January 30th, this left
Greeks have successfully averted
the sororities only two and a half
pre-Band Frolic controversy.
weeks to prepare their performances.

By William Wmn
Staff Writer

h:

World on Wednesday

program is coordinated by
Smith who invites guest
lecture on topics of current
interest and importance in their
ticular field of knowledge.
speaker arranged for the
meeting will be anounced in
week's Pacifican. Lunch is
free to students and at a small
others. Everyon is encouraged
welcome to attend.

The weekly lunchtime lecture
entitle Tbe World on W~
will continue to meet agam
semester beginning on We~
'""''",.'v February 1st at 12:00 noon m
tel Center. For those
with the series, wow is
nrnoram put together through a
of COPA, UPBEAT and
Bechtel International Center. The

Planned Parenthood

of San Joaquin County, Inc;

• Quality Reproductive Health Care
• Low Cost Contraceptive Supplies
• Pregnancy Testing

Back

to School
Sale

from MAGNA VOX

Special
Price
for your
savings

ONLY

MAGNAVOX 03210
AM/FM Clock Redlo

$39.99

• Wh1te tac uum lluorescent
d1sp1ay
• Fa1l-sale w1th alarm
• Repeat alarm
• Slumber
• Memory alarm
• AutomatiC bnghtness control

4343 Pacific .Avel'\~e

Main Clinic - 19 N. Pilgrim 466-2081

(Next to Domino' s Pizza )

From$
Texas
Instruments
New Tl-66

Features
~00 program steps
6H Memory location
Branching with 9 levels of Parenthesis
Full Algebra and Trig. Functions

NOW ONLY $55° *

Mute
and
Redail

Stainless
Steel
Tableware

CANDY BAR

$1599

20%. OFF

NOW 4/$1

Regal
Coffee Pot

All

1 '' Canvas
UOP imprint
notebook

$1288

*PRICE GOOD UNTIL 1/31/84
Electronic's
Telephone
with

SUNBEAM
AMERICAN
POPCORN
MACHINE II
AIR POPPER

4 to 8 cups

0

ONLY

HAIR DRYER

$8.88

MPD-1

limited to 48 pes.

Shoot The Breeze
by Clairol

Cassette Matched Music
System
SDT9330H

DJNt: JN

•

957-7701

North Clinic- 415 W. Ben Holt 477-4103

Accepting Orders for the
Newest of Calculators
Due 1/21/84 appx.

•
•
•
•

TAKE OUT

Regular 35

Stationery
20%- OFF

$399

All Hardback
Dictionaries
20% Off
list price

BACK PACK
Spiral Notebook
No. 12
Regular $1 51

ONLY 99C

( I Fronl · loading cassette tapt>
record/playback deck

ONLY $111.00
<.ompnund

lntt•re~t

Bond Yields, Depn:cia-

tion , and more . .. a t the tou<.h of a ke)~

( ) Full-size automatic turntable
wi th cut>ing and diamond
s t ylu s

I ) Huilt -in FM/AM stereo receiver
I I r)etent bass, treble and volume
controls

Royal

I I Automatic stop

• Features complete
88 character key ·
board. • 1 2 !'• " paper
capacoty, 11 y, .. wrot
1ng line • Internal cor
rectoon system ·-- ERR
OUT correct oon robbon
w>th spec•all?ed cor
rectoon key • Electnc
c arroage
return
• Power space bar.
• Elec troc segment
shift key . • Preset ta·
bulatoon . • Page-end indicator • Lone space selector 1. 1 y, . 2 and free
movement • Touch ·set margons
• Pushbutton carnage release
• Paper release lever. • Electric backspace with repeat. • Automatic
repeat keys • Dual paper alignment guode - • Clear plastic card holder
With line Indicator aM ruhng devoce • Ribbon color selector - stencil,
black and red or white . • P1ca only • Automatoc ribbon reverse.
• Retractable paper support arm • Tissue Deflector Plat e - erasure
table . • Double wall carrying case included. • AC, 115V, 60Hz grounded power cord . • UL listed. • 1 4 " x 13 y," x 5". • Weight 2 5
lbs.

13018 Errorite correctoon nbbon 11 I

ONLY

$230.00

I I Two -way, 21 -inch h igh bass
reflection 'peakl'r sy~tem with
6' ! · inch dual cone Spt>akl'r and
tuned port

ALL MUGS
UOP &
Decorated

SHEET
PROTECTOR
Regular 19C

BOOK COVERS

20% OFF

Form fit
·ALL SIZES

20% OFF

NOW 10C

@HITACHI

Be Sure to Get
Your Gift Card

ONLY $199.00
Advanced Campus Electronics
A
Upper Level
~University Center

:..

1· Gleaming Pen Watch .

2· Cubic Zirconia Earring with 14k gold

Univers ity Book

Have Fox Photo process 6 rolls
of any size print film.

Store

University Center . S tockto CA
.
n,
95211 • (209) 946-232C)

UNIVERSITY BOOK STOllE
2

3

4

s

6

those Raid

